"WHATCHA GONNA DO WITH A COWBOY"

RECORD: "Whatcha Gonna Do With A Cowboy" by Chris LeDoux and Garth Brooks

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait (16) beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A: (32 BEATS)
(2) "KY DRAGS" --- DS DRAG/KICK STEP(IF)  
L L R R
(1) "BROKEN ANKLE" --- DBL-Heel(IF) Heel Heel  
L L R L
(1) "BASIC" --- DS RS (turn ½ left)  
R LR
(2) "FLEA FLICKERS" --- DBL(B) DS  
(alternate feet)  
L L
(1) "DOUBLE BASIC KICK" --- DS DS RS BR(UP)  
L R LR L
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART B: (32 BEATS)
(1) "LUCY" --- DS BR(UP) Toe-Heel(IF) TCH(IB)  
(move left)  
L R R R L
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS  
L R L RL
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK
(1) "TRIPLE KICK" --- DS DS BR(UP)  
(move forward)  
L R R L
(1) "HEELS" --- Heel-Heel Toe-Toe Heel-Heel Heel-CHUG  
R R R R R R L
(1) "TRIPLE" ---  
(move back)
(1) "BASIC KICKS" --- DS RS KICK KICK  
R LR L L

CHORUS: (64 BEATS)
(1) "COASTER" --- DS DBL(IF) DS(OTS) DRAG STEP  
L R R R L  
DS DBL(UP) TCH(IB) BR(UP)  
R L L L
(2) "CHARLESTONS" --- DS TCH(IF) Toe-Heel RS  
L R R R LR
(2) "JOEYS" --- DS Ba(IB) Ba(O) Ba(O) Ba(IB) Ba(O) STEP  
(alternate feet)  
L R L R L R L
(2) "BASKETBALLS" --- STEP(IF) PIVOT(½ right)  
L BOTH
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"WHATCHA GONNA DO WITH A COWBOY" (cont'd)

CHORUS: (cont'd)
(1) "3 DS, HEELS" --- DS DS DS HEELS
    L R L BOTH
    &1 &2 &3 4

(2) "HEEL PUSH" --- DS RS HS RS
    (alternate feet)
    L RL RL RL

(4) "DOUBLE UPS" --- DS DBL(UP)  (turn ¼ left on each)
    (alternate feet)
    L R

(1) "COASTER"

(2) "OUTHOUSES" --- DS TCH(OTS) TCH(IF) TCH(OTS)
    (alternate feet)
    L R R R

BREAK: (16 BEATS)
(2) "CLOGOVER VINES" --- DS DS(IF) DS DS(IB) DS DS(IF) DS RS
    (alternate feet)
    L R L R L R L RL

ENDING: (17 BEATS)
(1) "COASTER"

(1) "OUTHOUSE"

(1) "DS" --- DS
    R

(1) Pause for (3) beats

(1) Heel(OTS)
    L

SEQUENCE: Wait 16, A, B, CHORUS, BREAK, A B, CHORUS, ENDING.

ABBREVIATIONS:
DS -- double step IF -- in front
DBL -- double B -- back
RS -- rock step IB -- in back
BR -- brush OTS -- out to side
TCH -- touch L -- left foot
Ba -- ball R -- right foot
HS -- heel step

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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